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ABSTRACT

the surface (e.g. stability indices, cap strength) . Mass convergence, whether associated with a synoptic scale trigger
such as a front, a mesoscale feature such as an outflow
boundary, or occurring on an even smaller scale, can serve
as a low level forcing mechanism for the initiation of maintenance of convection, assuming conditions aloft are favorable.
Another important forecasting consideration is the effect
of moisture availability on thunderstorm development. Moisture is the fuel upon which thunderstorms feed on in order
to grow. Increasing the moisture over an area, also known
as "moisture pooling," helps to destabilize the atmosphere,
as well as supplying more fuel for current or future storms.
The mass convergence term incorporates moisture pooling
by multiplying the wind convergence, which is the rate at
which the air itself is pooling, by the moisture content of the
air (mixing ratio).
The second term in the MFC equation is moisture advection (B) . This term incorporates changes of the moisture field
with time, or the flux of the moisture field. The moisture
advection term, like the mass convergence term , incorporates into MFC the effects of moisture availability on convection . While the first or mass convergence term is usually
the dominant term, observations have shown that the moisture advection term can significantly contribute to the development and subsequent intensification of storms (Bothwell,

Moisture flux convergence (MFC) has gained popularity
as an aid to forecasters in identifying areas of potential
severe thunderstorms. MFC helps identify locations of greatest low level forcing prior to thunderstorm development and
as such is a valuable short-term predictor. The advantages
and shortcomings are discussed and the technique is demonstrated with a case study.
1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, many new techniques have been
introduced to aid forecasters in identifying areas of potential
severe storms . One method which is gaining increasing popularity is moisture flux convergence (MFC). MFC helps identify the locations of greatest low level forcing prior to thunderstorm development. This makes it valuable as a shortterm predictor. This paper will present an overview of moisture flux convergence as a forecasting tool , discuss its physical significance in relation to thunderstorm development,
and explore its advantages and shortcomings . A case study
will also be presented in which you should try to use the
techniques presented by making your own forecast, before
exploring what actually took place.
MFC, because of data availability, is most frequently computed at the earth's surface. Therefore, this paper will primarily discuss surface MFC. Most of the information presented is applicable to MFC computed at other levels , as
well. For additional discussions on moisture convergence,
as well as other mesoscale forecasting techniques , consult
Bothwell (2) and Doswell (3).

4).

By combining the effects of mass convergence as a low
level forcing mechanism with moisture availability, MFC
incorporates most of the ingredients necessary for convection. An important remaining question is: How can MFC best
be utilized to forecast the location and possible intensity of
convection?

2. PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Moisture flux convergence is made up of two terms:

3. USES AND ADVANTAGES

V·qY=qV · Y+Y·Vq
MFC
(A)
(B)

MFC helps forecasters identify locations where the low
level forcing for convection is greatest. A large bUll's-eye of
MFC does not guarantee that thunderstorms will develop. A
capping inversion may be present which could preclude thunderstorm development. It usually takes several hours for an
area of moisture convergence to help initiate convection,
especially when a capping inversion is present. This is because
it takes extra mass convergence and/or a higher moisture
content to destabilize the atmosphere enough to break through
the capping inversion. For this reason, one should look for
sustained areas of moisture convergence as potential areas
of convection. Since moisture convergence typically precedes thunderstorm development, it becomes an extremely
valuable method offocusing on an area where thunderstorms

where q is specific humidity and Y is horizontal velocity. The
first term (A) consists of the wind convergence multiplied by
the mixing ratio. This term is also referred to as the mass
convergence term, because it relates to the coming together
or "piling up" of air. Air converging horizontally at the
earth's surface, can only move upward. How rapidly and to
what extent this air can rise is determined primarily by atmospheric stability, and the presence and strength of a capping
inversion. However, these two parameters cannot be determined using MFC. MFC should therefore be used in conjunction with other atmospheric diagnostic methods , especially those which evaluate the state of the atmosphere above
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are more likely to develop. When pre-existing showers or
thunderstorms move into an area of increased MFC , they
can intensify rapidly.
Changes in MFC are just as important as locating a strong
MFC center. One explanation can be attributed to the process
of "underrunning," described by Carlson et al. (5), Means
(6), and Bothwell (4). Moisture which builds up within an
area of MFC and which lies under a capping inversion will
move to a point where the inversion is weakest. Here , upward
motion can be stronger and storms can develop more easily.
The actual values of MFC over this area may not be quite as
great as elsewhere, but they may be sufficient to punch through
the weaker restraining cap. Not surprisingly, storms often
develop in areas (1) downwind of an MFC maxima, (2) where
MFC increases rapidly over time, or (3) where the gradient
of MFC is tightening. Observations have shown that development most frequently occurs on the moist side of the axis
along this tightening MFC gradient. It can be inferred that
changes in MFC over time can often be as important as a
snapshot view ofMFC in identifying locations offuture thunderstorm development. Therefore, areas that show a significant increase in MFC over a period of a few hours, especially
if they are downwind of a MFC maxima, usually have the
greatest low level forcing for convective development. Forecasters can then focus in on these areas as most likely for
thunderstorm growth , providing conditions aloft are favorable.
Hirt (7) found that when a strong convergence center in an
MFC field is coupled with a strong divergence center, storm
severity is often increased. Bothwell (2 and 4) , based on
several years of observations, found results similar to Hirt's .
Bothwell also suggests, based on his observations , that certain idealized MFC patterns tend to result in certain types of
storm development. For instance, circular "bull ' s-eye" patterns often develop a single thunderstorm complex or a supercell. If the bull's-eye is stationary, areas of excessive rainfall
and/or severe weather often result . An east-west axis of MFC
often results in squall line development. Since most situations
have southern low level flow ahead of them, all cells in the
line tend to have sufficient access to moisture and all have
relatively equal potential to become severe. If this area of
MFC remains nearly stationary with time, train-echos can
result. A north-south axis of MFC also frequently yields
squall line development. With a southerly low level flow , the
initial cells and the cells that later have preferential access to
moisture have a greater potential to become severe.

4. CAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
When using MFC, it is important to remember that moisture convergence is a mathematical derivative, and thus is
highly dependent on the spatial scale upon which it is calculated. Different values of MFC can be obtained if the grid
used to calculate it is changed. It is for this reason, that
caution should be used when evaluating MFC in data-sparse
regions (Doswell 3 and 8) .
In addition , Fritsch (9), and Fritsch et. al. (10), point out
that MFC, calculated on the synoptic scale , can supply only
about 20% of what is needed to sustain a mesoscale convective system . Therefore, on a SUb-synoptic scale , there must
be an increase in MFC on the order of a factor of 5 or more
to fuel an individual thunderstorm complex. Very few, if any
areas have the data resolution to resolve this MFC increase.
Thus , the moisture convergence one calculates is not necessarily fueling individual storms .
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Finally, as discussed earlier, surface MFC may not be
representative of what is occurring aloft. The end result is
that it is impossible to assign a threshold or a "magic number" to MFC which will ensure convection (Bothwell 4). A
certain value of MFC that produced thunderstorms one day
will not necessarily produce thunderstorms on another day
or even during the same day at a different location. MFC is
a very valuable tool in forecasting convection if used within
its limitations and in conjunction with other data sets and
diagnostic methods.

5. FORECASTING EXAMPLE
Figures I through 4 show the analyses for the surface, 850
mb, 700 mb, and 500 mb levels respectively for 1200 UTC on
June 22,1988. High temperatures on the 21st had reached or
exceeded 90°F over the entire country east of the Rockies
except along the immediate Atlantic and Gulf coasts, and
over the northern Great Lakes and northern New England.
With warm advection at 850 mb continuing overnight into
the 22nd over the Ohio Valley and Northeast, temperatures
ahead of the cold front moving into the western Great Lakes
were expected to climb well into the 90' s again. Dew points
during the morning of the 22nd ranged from the upper 50's
and lower 60 's over New England and the Ohio Valley , to
the lower 70's over the mid-Atlantic plain from eastern Pennsylvania southward . In addition, the LFM forecast from 0000
UTC 22 June valid at 1800 UTC (not shown) indicated lifted
index values between - 4 and - 8 over almost the entire
northeastern quarter of the country, with the maximum instability forecast over the Delmarva Peninsula. The NGM lifted
index forecast (not shown) showed a similar pattern, but
values were not quite as unstable, ranging between - I and
-5.
It was quite apparent that the atmosphere over the entire
northeast was primed for convection . What was less clear
was where the convection would be focused. While the cold
front over the western Great Lakes at 1200 UTC on the 22nd
could be expected to trigger some convection, it was not
forecast to reach the eastern Great Lakes for another 12-18
hr, and would therefore not reach the extremely moist air
east of the Appalachians until the following day. Figure 5
shows the surface MFC for 1300 UTC generated using the
ADAP (AFOS Data Analysis Program) meso-analysis program (Bothwell , 2). The MFC field does not indicate anything
significant at that time.
Figure 6 is the surface analysis for 1700 UTC. At this time
radar indicated two areas of light showers with a few embedded weak thunderstorms-one over northern New York, the
other over southeastern New England. These storms were
primarily weakening and moving rapidly to the east between
40 and 60 mph. Another small thunderstorm was just beginning to develop over Maryland north of Baltimore. Figure 7
shows the MFC for 1700 UTe. Figures 8 and 9 are the ADAP
surface-based lifted index and ADAP capping inversion
strength for 1900 UTC.
Figure 10 is the MFC for 1900 UTC. Compare Figure 10
with Figure 7, the MFC field 2 hours earlier. Figure II shows
the total change in MFC between 1700 UTC and 1900 UTC.
Based on this information, where would you forecast convection?
At 1930 UTC radar indicated areas oflight showers with a
few embedded weak thunderstorms over northern Vermont
and New Hampshire, and offshore east of southern New
England . These areas continued to move rapidly eastward.
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Fig. 1. Surface analysis for 1200 UTe 22 June 1988.

A small group of thunderstorms was located over southeastern Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey, while another
small cluster of thunderstorms were rapidly developing over
northern Virginia. The 2000 UTC surface map is presented
in Figure 12. The map was intentionally left unanalyzed.

Make a copy of the map and complete a sectional, surface
analysis.
At 2010 UTC a severe thunderstorm warning was issued
for a portion of central Maryland based on a report of oneinch diameter hail. In southern New Jersey, a few reports of
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Fig. 2. 850 mb analysis for 1200 UTe 22 June 1988.
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Fig. 3. 700 mb analysis for 1200 UTe 22 June 1988.
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Fig. 5. Surface moisture flux convergence (G KG-1 HR-1'10) for 1300 UTe 22 June 1988.

downed trees and telephone poles were received between
2000 UTC and 2030 UTC. Figures 13-15 show the ADAP
surface-based lifted index, cap strength and MFC respectively for 2100 UTC 22 June. What changes, if any, would
you now make to your forecast.
Shortly after 2000, radar began to indicate a new thunderstorm developing in east-central New York state just east of
Utica. By 2100, tops on this storm exceeded 40,000 feet. By
2130 UTC, three reports of one and three-quarter inch diameter hail and two reports of thunderstorm related wind damage were received from locations between Utica and Albany.
No other reports of severe weather were received between
2030 and 2130 UTC. Figure 16 shows the MFC for 2200 UTC ,
while figure 17 shows the total change in MFC between 1700
and 2200 UTe. This is your last chance to change your
forecast!
6. WHAT HAPPENED
Figure 18 shows on the 22nd of the severe weather reports
received over the Northeast between 2000 UTC and 0130
UTC on the 23rd, as well as severe thunderstorm watch
number 243 issued by the National Severe Storms Forecast
Center in Kansas City at 2100 UTC . As you can see, despite
the greater instability and lack of a capping inversion, no
additional severe thunderstorms developed over New Jersey
southward across the Delmarva Peninsula beside those

reported between 2000 and 2030 UTC. The convection over
eastern New York, however, continued to grow as it moved
rapidly eastward, across northern Massachusetts, southern
Vermont and southern New Hampshire between 2200 UTC
and 0030 UTC resulting in numerous reports of dime to quartersized hail and wind gusts as high as 65 mph. Widespread wind
damage was reported.
In addition , another small cluster of thunderstorms developed about 30 mi southeast of Albany around 2200 UTC.
These storms developed extremely rapidly and moved eastward across the Hudson River Valley into Western Massachusetts between 2230 UTC and 2330 UTC. Thunderstorm
tops exceeded 60,000 ft across the Berkshires of western
Massachusetts. Hail as large as golf balls fell from these
storms shortly before 0000 UTC 23 June. The bow-echo then
raced eastward between 50 and 60 mph, moving off the coast
just after 0130 UTC. As the line moved through central and
eastern Massachusetts , widespread dime to golf ball-sized
hail, and numerous wind gusts as high as 80 mph resulted in
substantial wind damage.
Figures 7, 10 and II, the MFC for 1700 UTC, 1900 UTC,
and the total MFC change between those hours respectively,
show how an area of MFC over Lake Ontario strengthened
and moved east-southeastward into eastern New York one
to three hr before the first echoes ever appeared on radar.
Figures 15, 16 and 17 show how this area continued to
strengthen as it expanded downwind into Massachusetts
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Fig. 6. Surface analysis for 1700 UTe 22 June 1988.

between 1900 UTe and 2200 UTe. This resulted in a tightening of the gradient between the convergence center over
eastern New York and the divergence center over central
New England . Again, this eastward expansion took place

one to three hr before the severe thunderstorms moved into
Massachusetts .
This area of MFC served as the trigger, the low level
forcing mechanism, for one of the largest and most wide-
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Fig. 7. Surface moisture flux convergence (G KG-1 HR-1*10) for 1700 UTG 22 June 1988.

Fig. 8. Surface based lifted index (oG) at 500 mb for 1900 UTG 22 June 1988.
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Fig. 11. Total surface moisture flux convergence change from 1700 to 1900 UTe 22 June 1988.

spread severe weather outbreaks over southern New England in the last decade. Despite the greater instability further
south, where no capping lid was initially present, the absence
of a forcing mechanism resulted in the development of only
a few severe thunderstorms. Further north, where the atmosphere was not quite as unstable, the area of M~C became
the triggering mechanism to the eventual explosIve convection that took place a few hours later, despite the presence
of a weak capping lid initially.
Actually, this weak lid probably aided in the development
of the severe thunderstorms. Graziano and Carlson (II) and
Bothwell (12), using the 2° C isopleth to define the extent of
a capping inversion, found that if convection does occur in
unstable air where a cap previously existed, the likelihood of
the subsequent thunderstorms becoming severe increases.
The capping lid acts much like a lid on a pot of boiling water.
Once the lid is removed, the steam almost explodes upward.
In the June 22nd case, the area of MFC was strong enough
to punch through this lid, resulting in the development of
severe thunderstorms.

7. SUMMARY
While the case presented here may be a little more cIearcut than those more frequently encountered, it vividly displays the usefulness of MFC as a predictor of signifi~ant
convection. If used in combination with other data sets dIagnostic methods , and with a full understanding of its characteristics and limitations, moisture flux convergence (MFC)
can be an invaluable tool in thunderstorm forecasting.
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Fig. 13. Surface based lifted index (OC) at 500 mb for 2100 UTC 22 June 1988.
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Fig . 14. Surface parcel cap strength (0C) for 2100 UTC 22 June 1988.
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FOLKLORE
THICK HAIR ON BEARS HIDE-HARSH WINTER
DOES BETIDE

Sue Mroz
Thi s is an Ozark and Rocky Mountain weatherlore that
refers to nature providing animals a thicker coat in accordance with the upcoming winter. There remains controversy
on these types of sayings since the exceptionally thick coat
may be a result of the preceding season rather than an indicator of what is to come .

